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AMENDED CLAIMS
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1. An apparatus comprising:

at least one display device;

a computer coupled to the at least one display device and programmed to control

delivery of autosiereoscopic image data to the at least one display device; and

a lens array coupled to the at least one display device, the lens array comprising a

plurality of lenslets optically isolated by one or more grooves between the

lenslets.

2. The apparatus of claim 1, wherein:

the at least one display device comprises a first display region and a second display

region;

the computer coupled to the at least one display device is programmed to control

delivery of first autostereoscopic image data to the first display region and to

control delivery of second autostereoscopic image data to the second display

region;

the plurality of lenslets comprises a first lens corresponding to the first display region

and a second lens corresponding to the second display region; and

at least one of the plurality of lenslets comprises a bi-convex lens in optical

communication with a plano-convex lens.

3 The apparatus of claim I 5wherein at least one of the plurality of lenslets comprises a

first plano-convex lens in optical communication with a second plano-convex lens.

4. The apparatus of claim I wherein:

the at least one display device comprises one or more of: an electroluminescent

display, a field emission display, a plasma display, a vacuum fluorescent

display, a carbon-nanotube display, a polymeric display, an organic light

emitting diode display, an electro-optic transmissive device, a micro-electro¬

mechanical device, an electro-optic reflective device, a magneto-optic device,

an acousto-optic device, or an optically addressed device;
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the at least one display device comprises a plurality of display devices aligned with

the lens array;

The computer comprises a plurality of computers; and

a first one of the plurality of computers is programmed to control delivery of a first

autostereoscopic image data to a first display region of the at least one display

device and wherein a second one of the plurality of computers is programmed

to control delivery of a second autostereoscopic image data to a second display

region of the at least one display device.

5. The apparatus of claim, 1, comprising

an array of magnifying relay lenses between the at least one display device and the

lens array.

6. The apparatus of claim 1, wherein:

the lens array is coupled to the at least one display device using an index matching

material;

the computer coupled to the at least one display device is programmed to render the

autostereoscopic image data using one or more of: ray tracing, ray casting,

lightfield rendering, or scanlήie rendering;

the autostereoscopic image data comprises hogel data; and

the apparatus comprising a mask array coupled to the lens array.

7. The apparatus of claim I 5 comprising:

at least one sensor positioned with respect to the lens array to detect light emitted from

the at least one display device, wherein the at least one sensor is coupled to

one or more of the computer or a calibration computer system; and wherein the

one or more of the computer or the calibration computer system executing

calibration software using data from the at least one sensor.
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S The apparatus of claim 7, wherein:

the calibration software is configured t o generate a correction table based on the data

from the at least one sensor;

the computer coupled to the. at least one display device is programmed to render the

autostereoscopic image data using data stored in the correction table;

the at least one sensor comprises a plurality of sensors; and

the one or more of the computer or the calibration computer system executes

calibration software using data from the plurality of sensors.

9. The apparatus of claim 1, wherein the calibration software is configured to perform

one or or of:

guess which test data pattern of a plurality of test patterns will generate the data from

the at least one sensor when the test data pattern is displayed on the at least

one display device;

normalize the data from the at least one sensor;

record the data from the at least one sensor; and

determine which test data pattern generates an optimal signal when the test data

pattern i s displayed on the at least one display device.

10. The apparatus of claim 1, wherein the grooves comprise gaps in a optical material.

11. The apparatus of claim 1, wherein the grooves comprise a substantially opaque filling.

12. The apparatus of claim 1 wherein the grooves extend into a plane of the plurality of

lenslets.

13. The apparatus of claim 1, comprising:

a graphics module configured to receive geometry and command data and to generate

hogel-based data in response;

at least one processing unit configured to receive the liogel-based data and to buffer a

frame of display data; and

at least one spatial light modulator coupled to the at least one processing unit and

configured display hogel-based imagery.
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14. The apparatus of claim I , wherein the at least one display comprises:

a first display region configured to radiate light in a plurality of directions through the

lens array., wherein the first display region is configured to radiate only one

intensity of light at a time into a corresponding one of the plurality of

directions; and

a second display region configured to radiate light in a plurality of directions through

the lens array, wherein the second display region is configured to radiate only

one intensity of light at a time into a corresponding one of the plurality of

directions;

wherein the apparatus comprises:

a first relay lens disposed between the lens array and the first display region, and

configured to image a magnified image of the first display region onto the lens

array; and

a second relay lens disposed between the lens array and the second display region, and

configured to image a magnified image of the second display region onto the

lens array.

15. The apparatus of claim 14, wherein the first relay lens is configured to relay a source

plane of the display device, through cover optics disposed on the display device, onto the lens

array.

16. A method comprising;

delivering autostereoscopic image data to a plurality of display elements in a display

device; wherein

the display device is coupled to a lens array;

the lens array comprises a plurality of lenslets optically isolated by one or more

grooves between the lenslets;

each display element is configured to radiate light in a plurality of directions through

the lens array; and

the autostereoscopic image data controls intensities of light radiated in each of the

plurality of directions.



17. The method of claim 16, wherein:

the display device comprises a first display region and a second display region;

the computer coupled to the at least one display device is programmed to control

delivery of first autostereoscopic image data to the first display region and to

control delivery of second autostereoscopic image data to the second display

region; and

the plurality of lenslets comprises a first lens corresponding to the first display region

and a second lens corresponding to the second display region.

18. The method of claim 16, comprising:

transmitting the light through an array of magnifying relay lenses coupled between the

display device and the lens array.

19. The method of claim 16. comprising:

calibrating the display device using data from at least one sensor that detects light

emitted from the display device.

20. The method of claim 19, comprising:

generating a correction table based on data received through the sensor; and

rendering the autostereoscopic image data using data stored in the correction table.

21. The method of claim 19 comprising:

guessing which test data pattern of a plurality of test patterns would generate the data

received through the sensor when a test data pattern is displayed on the display

device;

normalizing the data received through the sensor;

recording data received through the sensor; and

determining which test data pattern generates an optimal signal when the test data

pattern is displayed on the display device.

22. The method of claim 16, wherein the grooves comprise gaps in an optical material.

23. The method of claim 16, wherein the grooves comprise a substantially opaque filling.
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24. The method of claim 16, wherein the grooves extend into a plan of the plurality of

lenslets.

25. The method of claim 16, comprising:

generating hogel-based data in response to geometry and command data;

buffering a frame of display data in response to the hogel-based data; and

displaying hogel-based imagery through a spatial light modulator in response to the

frame of display data.

26. The method of claim 16- wherein the plurality of display elements comprises:

a first display element, configured to radiate only one intensity of light at a time into a

corresponding one of the plurality of directions; and

a second display element, configured to radiate only one intensity of light at a time

into a corresponding one of the plurality of directions;

wherein the method comprises:

transmitting light from the first display region through a first relay lens to the lens

array; and

transmitting light from the second display region through a second relay lens to the

lens array.

27. The method of claim 26, wherein the first relay lens is configured to relay a source

plane of the display device, through cover optics disposed on the display device, onto the lens

array.
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